OVERVIEW
POCD proposed schedule/road map
Review a POCD section (read section prior to meeting)
1) Discuss/remove items from Action Plan which have been
accomplished.
2) Review items for relevance.
3) Schedule experts for a given topic.
4) Schedule staff interviews with Departments/local
stakeholders for expertise.
5) Have informal meeting with experts/local stakeholders with
the committee.
6) Update data for each section which includes maps, graphs.
7) Identify new issues and add to new draft action plan.
8) Formulate draft of updated or new POCD section (this may
incorporate written edits submitted by Committee
members through Google docs)
9) Repeat #1-8 for each section/topic of the POCD.
10) Have public hearing(s) on draft plan
11) Update draft plan as needed based on public input.
12) Circulate as required per statute for adoption.

SPECIFICS
1) Determine if a specific issue or item in a POCD section
needs to be updated/clarified/removed; if so, do it.
2) If a specific issue or item needs input from an expert or
stakeholder, schedule a staff interview and/or have them
come before the Committee.
3) Keep issues and action items relevant to the POCD
mission: It is a planning tool, not an implementation tool.
4) The Committee should work through the plan in an
organized fashion, updating the Action Plan on each item,
removing items that are no longer applicable and adding
new items as appropriate.
5) After the initial review, the committee will be in a better
position to identify new sections that may need to be
added, and sections that will need updating.
6) Then repeat numbers 1 through 3, above, as needed.

BOARD DATES
5/19/20: Housing discussion
with David Fink, Housing
Consultant; and Sheila
Dravis, Milford Fair Housing
Officer (Jen Paradis, Director,
Beth-El Shelter)
6/16/20: Discussion about
climate change and coastal
resiliency with staff of
Connecticut Institute for
Resilience and Climate
Adaptation (CIRCA); Bill
Richards, Milford Emergency
Management Director
7/21/20: Discussion about
agriculture with Mary Treat,
Milford farmer; and a
representative from the CT
Farm Bureau
8/18/20: Discussion about
Historic Preservation with Bill
Silver, Chairman of the
Historic Preservation
Commission; Arthur Stowe,
current Milford Historian
9/15/20 Discussion about
transportation with Henry
Jadich, Milford Transit; and
Bike Rider Advocate

